Schörghuber
wet room and
damp room doors
High air humidity and the effect of moisture in buildings
can quickly seriously damage doors. Schörghuber wet room
and damp room doors are particularly resilient due to the
use of moisture and water-resistant materials. This makes
the doors and frames exceptionally durable.
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Wet room and damp room doors for all purposes
Doors for wet rooms
Almost all public buildings have areas in which the interior furnishings must withstand the effects
of water. The doors must be prepared to be exposed to extended wetness, frequent slash-water
and cleaning agents. The special wet room doors are used in spa areas, swimming halls, hotel
bathrooms, public toilets and sanitary areas as well as laboratories and catering establishments.
Next to water, the doors are often also exposed to aggressive cleaning agents. To withstand these
conditions, the inlay, outer layer and edge are free of timber and derived-timber materials.

Doors for rooms with moisture
Hygiene and cleanliness are important aspects in both public and private buildings. This is why
damp room doors are preferably used in sanitary areas, treatment rooms and bathrooms without
ventilation. They are exposed to moisture for short periods and occasionally to splash-water. Solid
core doors are most often used, depending on the application purpose these are also available as
tubular chipboard doors. To prevent moisture from entering due to the regular exposure to cleaning
water or condensation water and subsequent swelling of the material, invisible moisture protection
is applied to the bottom edge of the door leaf.

T30 fire protection/wet room doors
Swimming pools, spas, public sanitary facilities, laboratories, catering establishments and buildings
at risk from flooding often require product solutions that offer both water resistance and fire
protection. The fire protection/wet room door from Schörghuber was specifically developed for this
application area. It can withstand permanent exposure to water without damage to the material and
in case of fire it can prevent its spread for up to 30 minutes. The special door is made of waterresistant material free of timber and derived-timber materials. The fire protection/wet room door
has its own fire protection approval and is available as a single-leaf or double-leaf version.
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Functions and equipment
Design examples

Equipment options
Glazing cut-outs
Glazing cut-outs or transom lights introduce
daylight to the room and offer cross views.
Laboratory or clean room doors are available
with special glazing cut-outs. Flush-fitting glazing
offers attractive designs and is easy to clean.

Wet room suitability

Integrally cast PU edge

Schörghuber wet room doors are approved acc. to RAL RG 426. All used
materials are free of timber and derived-timber materials and therefore
particularly suited for exposure to moisture. The wet room doors with 42 mm
or 50 mm door thickness are available as single-leaf and double-leaf versions.
As standard, they comply with the highest duty category 4 (“E” extreme)
acc. to DIN EN 1192. They can be fitted into solid walls as well as approved
light blockwork that is suitable for moisture and wet rooms.

An integrally cast PU edge is recommended to further increase the resistance
of wet room and damp room doors. It is closed porous, water and dirt
repelling, especially resistant, as well as chemical and solvent proof. Matched
to the surface coating or offset in a contrasting colour, the PU edge offers
various design possibilities. It is also available in all RAL and NCS colours.

Chemical resistance
The Schörghuber HPL laminate Cleanroom White
and the integrally cast PU edge are tested for their
resistance to chemicals. At the same time, the
surface and edge underwent a decontamination
process with H2O2 and were classified as resistant.

Damp room doors for sanitary areas
Schörghuber damp room doors are approved acc. to the RAL RG 426/3 quality mark. Type 1
with 42 mm door thickness is the basic model. The edge consists of a durable ABS edge in 2 mm
thickness. The ventilation grille in the door leaf is recommended for rooms without windows and
without ventilation. To protect it from the moisture of cleaning water, the bottom edge of the door
leaf is equipped with invisible moisture protection, a PUR edge band. The combination with a steel
Fineline frame, with a frame face of only 6 mm creates a sophisticated look.

Frame variants

Surface finishes

Swimming pool door with wet room frame

Due to their resistance to water and cleaning agents, stainless steel and
aluminium frames are particularly suited for use in wet areas. They are
corrosion resistant and fulfil sophisticated hygiene requirements. Both variants
are especially durable and distinguished by their high quality. The surface
finish has an exceptionally aesthetic look. Alternatively, steel frames
that are powder-coated at the factory can be used for areas with limited
water exposure.

HPL laminate with 0.8 mm thickness is used for wet room and damp room
doors. Laminates offer an almost unlimited choice of colours and designs.
Whether single coloured, solid coloured, ultra-matt, anti-fingerprint version or
structured timber reproduction, all decors are stylish and durable. Damp room
doors are additionally available with high-quality premium colour coating in all
RAL and NC colours as well as the fine structure collection Stone & Steel.

The water-resistant Schörghuber wet room frame without decorative rebates is recommended
for architecturally demanding areas such as spas and wellness facilities or swimming pools.
It was specifically developed for this application. The frame resembles a wooden profile frame but
is made of materials free of timber and derived-timber materials. The version with a wet room door
leaf type 3 with 50 mm door thickness and integrally cast PU edge conveys a modern design.

Fittings
For corrosion resistance, the hinges should be
made of stainless steel. Concealed hinges are also
possible. Recommended frame details include
stainless steel lock plates, which are optionally
available as an adjustable version. Wet room
special locks are available with special corrosion
protection.

High-speed programme
Wet room and damp room doors, even
in combination with T30, are available with
steel frames and standard equipment from
the Schörghuber high-speed programme.
The manufacturing time is 5, 8 or 15 business
days, depending on the version.
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Wet room and damp room doors in action
01

02
01

Inselpark swimming hall, Hamburg
T30 fire/wet room door type 4 with powder-coated aluminium frame,
HPL laminate, integrally cast PU edge, wet room special lock.

02

Thomas Sabo headquarters, Lauf
T30 fire/smoke/damp room door type 3 with aluminium block frame Slimline,
round glazing, HPL laminate, integrally cast PU edge RAL 7016 Anthracite grey,
wet room special lock, concealed closer.

03

Oversum Vitalresort, Winterberg
Damp room door type 1 with steel profile frame, moisture protection on
the bottom edge of the door leaf, HPL laminate, VX stainless steel hinges.
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